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Welcome Back!
to enhancing your business English
and communication skills.......
A new year is upon us and looking back at 2015 I would like to share some of
interesting training programmes Language Key facilitated.
One company was looking for a way to train frontline secretarial staff without
making it overly formal or business-focused. We ran a series of Lunch and Learn
sessions, involving 1-hour sessions on a variety of speaking and writing topics while
participants enjoyed lunch. These sessions were practical and discussion focused, really aimed at the participants exploring English through fun, interactive activities. We
held sessions on colloquial English to help communication with foreigners at the office,
discussions on Hong Kong topics to boost fluency and confidence, common errors
and ‘Chinglish’ sessions to eliminate errors in writing and speech, and short presentations to develop spontaneous communication – the key to making it all work! The
programme was very successful.
Another company we worked with wanted to offer training to a key group of their
staff in Social Media writing. In a modern company, online communication is a key element for keeping in touch with customers and clients, conducting promotions, attractour trainers developed a programme focusing on attractive, attention-grabbing posts
for social media outlets such as, Facebook, twitter, Instagram, WeChat, YouTube, and
Pinterest. The great thing about this programme was being able to see the training being used instantly as posts and updates occurred. We analysed, refined, tweaked, and
improved posts by looking at vocabulary usage, key words for #hashtags, keeping the
word count low, and keeping the posts precise. If your firm is actively ‘social’, you may
want to consider a programme similar to this!
In addition to the above, we worked with a number of really
great firms in 2015. Language Key understands that each
company has specific needs for training, and that each course
is different. Companies each have their own company culture,
drive, and objectives – it is our job to help you reach those
goals with solid English communication skillsets.
While English is our specialty, we also provide Mandarin
and Soft Skills training, which kicked off last year with a
bang. Check out our website for information on these
two services. We will be holding a free soft-skills
seminar in late March with our soft skills partner,
LCT Global.
Well, that’s it for now. If you have any
questions about our training services or have
ideas for training you would like, please contact
our Director of Training.
Rebecca Williams
Editor – The Language Key
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Vocabulary Test
Complete the sentences below and right (including the
crossword puzzle) using the highlighted vocabulary from the
three articles. Remember to use the correct part of speech and
verb tense in each case. You’ll find the answers below.

Down:
2. But let me just cite one other fact to ______ what you’re
saying.
3. The government has taken several measures to try to 		
______ the market.
4. The London Footsie ______ 5% after further bad news
from China.
6. How long do you think we can ______ this level of 		
performance?
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capacity
predict
foreign currency reserves
in close proximity to
on the sidelines
a charmed life
negative equity
widely regarded
credible
weathered
spill over
potential
the worst case scenario
voracious
flock

boom – (noun) a period when there is a
big increase in sales or profits
spilled over – (phrasal verb) if a bad
situation spills over, it begins to have an
unpleasant effect on another situation
or group of people
anticipation – (noun) a feeling of
expectation that something will happen

ANSWERS:

M

affordable – (adj.) inexpensive,
reasonably priced
buoyant – (adj.) successful and making
a profit
voracious – (adj.) needing a lot of
something to be satisfied
fueled – (verb) made a situation worse

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

S

Hong Kong’s property is the least affordable in the world. An
average salary earner would need to work 17 years to make enough
money to buy an average apartment in the city.
A buoyant economy helped by a rapidly rising China, voracious
demand from mainland Chinese buyers wanting to invest new-found
riches, as well as near zero interest rates for the past seven years
fueled the boom. Home prices have climbed 370% over the past 12
years.
However, China’s economic slowdown, which has spilled over
into Hong Kong, combined with anticipation of a U.S. interest rate
rise and moves by Hong Kong’s government to cool the housing
market, have taken some heat out of the market. Housing prices have
declined 9% already from their September 2015 peak and a number
of analysts are predicting a further 30% fall in property prices.
Property-related businesses account for nearly a fifth of the city's
economic output and are a major component of individual

7.

Does the factory have the ________ to increase production by 30%?
I ________ the housing market will make a full recovery the year.
China has by far the largest ________ in the world.
Our office is ________ to the Macau Ferry Terminal.
I’ve been waiting _______ to start investing in the local stock market again.
My brother has ________. All his investments have been successful. He
doesn’t even have to work anymore!
I bought my apartment in September when prices peaked. After falling 9%
in value, I now have ______.
Roger Federer is ________ as the best ever male tennis player.
Investigators found no ________ evidence of a crime.
Jane has ________ a number of personal issues over the past few years.
The conflict in Syria is likely to ________ into neighboring regions.
Many ________ customers are waiting for a fall in prices before buying.
What is _______ if the company follows this course of action?
Bill has a _______ desire to make money. That’s why he’s our top saleman.
Large numbers of people ________ to the beaches during the summer.
C H A N I

Hong Kong Property Prices Could Decline up to 30%

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

M E

close proximity to - (phrase) near, close
lived a charmed life - (phrase) been lucky,
avoiding dangerous situations
flocked - (verb) moved or came together in large
numbers
humming - (gerund) if a place is humming, it is
busy and full of activity
gravitating - (verb) moving towards someone or
some place
peg - (noun) a price, rate, or amount fixed at a
particular level
spiked - (verb) if a rate, value, etc. spikes, it
increases sharply
the worst-case scenario - (phrase) the worst
situation that can be imagined
sustained - (adj.) continuing for a period of time
without getting weaker
triggers - (verb) makes something start to happen
squeezing liquidity - (phrase) reluctance by
banks to lend money because of concern over a
short-term availability of money
speculative - (adj.) based on a guess and not on
information
foreign-currency reserves - (phrase) assets
held by a central bank, usually in various reserve
currencies, mostly the United States dollar, and to
a lesser extent the euro, the pound sterling, the
Japanese yen, and used to back its liabilities

1. It was a _______ victory, with the golf tournament 		
decided by a single stroke.
5. The _____ in commodity prices has damaged the
Australian economy.
7. We don't want to ______ discontent among our staff.
8. With sanctions on Iran lifted, its economy is likely to 		
______.
9. Jack left the job after ten years because he was
beginning to feel ______.
10. The ______ for collecting taxes needs revising to make
it more efficient.

EclipseCrossword.com

With a Western-style legal system, close proximity to China and
the huge trade that goes through Hong Kong as a result of its
location, Hong Kong has lived a charmed life for a long time.
Global investors have flocked to the territory to buy listed
Chinese stocks on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. And since
2008 low interest rates have powered the property market
that has kept the $300 billion economy humming.
Yet now China’s economy is slowing and just reported
its weakest full-year economic growth since 1990. Global
investors are no longer gravitating to Hong Kong-- they’re
looking for the exits.
The Hang Seng Index has fallen 13 percent so far this year.
Housing prices have fallen 9 percent from their September
2015 peak and are expected to drop as much as 30 percent
this year. The Hong Kong dollar peg is under pressure and
short-term interest rates have spiked. Exports are falling and
big-spending Chinese tourists are staying away.
For Hong Kong, the worst-case scenario could happen like
this: A sustained fall in the Hang Seng Index and heavy downward pressure on the local dollar triggers a big exit of capital,
squeezing liquidity in the banking system and pushing up interest rates. That in turn causes a speculative attack on the local
dollar peg, forcing the Hong Kong Monetary Authority to defend
it by spending its foreign-currency reserves. Or give up the peg
altogether. 2016 will be an interesting year for Hong Kong!

Across:

EclipseCrossword.com

How Long Can the HK Dollar Peg Survive?
wealth. Some property owners, however, are now facing negative
equity for the first time since 2003.
In the latest sign that Hong Kong’s property correction is
deepening, a parcel of land recently sold by the government in the
New Territories went for nearly 70 percent less per square foot than
a similar transaction in September.
It’s not surprising that many potential buyers are waiting on
the sidelines to see what happens in the coming months.
cool – (verb) (cause to) become calm or
weaker in feeling/intensity
predicting – (verb) saying what you
think will happen in the future
component – (noun) one of the parts
of something, especially a machine
negative equity – (phrase) negative
equity occurs when the value of an

asset used to secure a loan is less than
the outstanding balance on the loan
potential – (adj.) possible but not yet
achieved
on the sidelines – (phrase) from a
position where one is observing a
situation but is unwilling to be
directly involved in it

Hong Kong has what is widely regarded as the
most credible currency peg in the world — almost
unchanged for more than 30 years. Yet the Hong
Kong dollar is hitting four-year lows and one or two
analysts fear the peg may be broken if pressure on
the currency continues to strengthen.
So far the weakness in the currency has just
moved it to the middle of its narrow range against
the US dollar. But the slide is reinforcing the idea
that Hong Kong itself is coming under pressure,
trapped as it is between China’s still slowing
economy and the US monetary tightening —
which as a pegged currency, it must follow.
A weaker than expected economy in China
could reduce the capacity of Hong Kong interest
rates to rise — and higher rates are the mechanism
by which the city should attract new funds if its
currency comes under pressure, as it is now.
China’s efforts to manage its own currency
system are not helping. Some traders have turned
to the Hong Kong dollar as a proxy for the renminbi.
Others are putting on more straightforward bets
that, if the renminbi plunged, the pressure on the
Hong Kong peg would cause it to break.

Very few analysts actually believe the peg will
break given that the system has so far successfully
weathered events including Hong Kong’s handover,
Sars and the global financial crisis.
According to the city's financial secretary, John
Tsang, Hong Kong's currency peg to the U.S. dollar is
safe and financial outflows are within the expected
range.
Tsang also said that Hong Kong's financial
system is much stronger now than it was during the
Asian financial crisis and it would be much more
costly for speculators to attack the peg.

widely regarded – (verb) thought of
something in a particular way by many
people
credible – (adj.) able to be trusted or
believed
narrow – (adj.) limited in range
slide – (noun) a reduction in the level or
quality of something
reinforcing – (verb) strengthening (an
existing feeling, idea, or habit)
trapped – (verb) being unable to move
or escape from a place or situation
monetary tightening – (phrase) action
taken by a government to reduce
spending in an economy thought to be
growing too quickly, or to reduce
inflation when it is rising too fast
capacity – (noun) ability to do something
mechanism – (noun) a way of doing
something, especially one that is planned
or part of a system
proxy – (noun) a figure that can be used
to represent the value of something in a
calculation
plunged – (verb) fell sharply
weathered – (verb) dealt with a difficult
situation or difficult conditions
outflows – (noun) money transferred out
of a place
speculators – (noun) people who buy or
sell something in order to make a profit

Business Writing

Introduction
A good opening paragraph is essential in email writing.

Effective Referencing in Email

The aim of the opening paragraph in a formal business email
is generally to:

Reference to Previous Correspondence
Sometimes you may receive a letter or fax from a client or colleague
but choose to reply by email.

• make reference to previous correspondence or
communication
• say how you found the recipient's name/address
• say why you are writing to the recipient.

I have received your fax of 15 April concerning…..
I refer to your letter of 1 March regarding……

The opening paragraph is important. A good opening
should make clear the purpose of your email. Here, we’ll
present you with a number of common functional phrases
for referencing different situations.

But mostly you will reply to emails. You may think it’s unnecessary
to include the date since it’s recorded in the email header, but in
formal emails it’s still good practice to include it, especially if some
time has elapsed between the initial email and your response. If you
are responding on the same day, you can omit the date.

Model Email
Here are a number of short business emails showing the use
of functional language for referencing in different
situations. Focus on the expressions in bold. This is the
functional language which you need to become familiar with.

Effective Referencing in Email

From:
Jason Klein
To:
Pauline Yates
Subject: Request for Catalogue Dear Ms Yates
I am writing in reference to your advertisement in
yesterday's New York Times.
Could you please send me a copy of your latest
catalogue? I would also like to know if it is possible to
make purchases online.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Regards

From:
Hugo Prince
To:
All Staff
Subject: New Sales Manager Dear Ms Renoir
As you may already have heard, Roger Chan is to
become the new Sales Manager effective from 12 August.
If you have any queries regarding this appointment,
please call Ruby To on 2617 3782.
Regards

From:
Rudolph Wagner
To:
Peter Berger
Subject: Draft Contract
Dear Mr Berger
With regard to the questions you raise about the draft
contract in your fax of 1 July, I think it best if I meet you
to clarify everything.
Are you free on Thursday afternoon around 2 pm? I hope
to see you then.
Regards

Functional Language for
Referencing in Email

From:
Jessica Best
To:
Howard Chung
Subject: Discount Query
Dear Ms Tam
Following our telephone conversation this morning, I would
just like to ask whether you would be willing to offer us a further
discount if we ordered over 10,000 units from you each month.
Regards

From:
Drew Carpenter
To:
Gregory Seigal
Subject: Request for Brochure
Dear Ms Chiang
I have received your email of 26 November requesting a copy
of our corporate brochure.
As you requested, I have attached our brochure, together with our
current price list.
If you would like any further information, please contact us.
Regards

From:
Moses Wu
To:
Helen Jiang
Subject: Brochure Request
Dear Ms Jiang
Thank you for your fax of 22 May enquiring about our services.
Further to this, I have attached our latest brochure and price list.
If you have any questions, please feel free to call me.
Best regards

To:
All Staff
Subject: New Sales Manager Dear Ms Renoir
As you may already have heard, Roger Chan is to become the
new Sales Manager effective from 12 August.
If you have any queries about this, please call Ruby on 2617 3782.

In reply to your email of 8 May, I would like to inform you that….
With reference to our telecon of 12 December, I.....
In response to your email, I am happy to confirm...
With regard to your email, I…..
Further to your email...., I…. (Further to sounds overly-formal and
is included in this list for reference only.)
NOTE:
After the reference expression you must always have a comma and
a second part to the sentence.

With reference to your email.



This sentence is incomplete since it lacks a subject and verb.
With reference to your email, I can confirm that the invoice has
been paid.



This sentence is complete.

Reference to Your Own Previous Correspondence
Sometimes you may need to follow up on your own earlier
correspondence if you haven’t yet received a reply.
I refer to my email to you on 14 June concerning…..
We/I recently wrote to you about ...
On 5 May, I emailed you about…..
Further to my fax on 2 September regarding ……, I……

Reference to Previous Verbal Communication
You may have spoken to someone on the phone or at a meeting
and will need to refer to this in your opening.
I refer to the conversation we had on Tuesday about…..
Following our phone conversation this morning, I…..
Further to our meeting last week, I…..
Regarding the discussion we had on the phone last week, I….

Reference by Thanking
A polite way to start your email is to thank someone for their

correspondence to you or for meeting you.
Thank you for your email of 14 June.
Thank you for your email about ...
Thank you for your email requesting…
Thank you for your fax enquiring about….
Thank you for your email enquiry about…..
Thank you for meeting me on Monday.
Thank you for showing me around your premises last week.

Saying Why You’re Writing
I am writing with reference to your enquiry of 6 November.
I am writing in connection with your email of 1 May enquiring/
requesting…

Making Reference to Questions
If you have received correspondence in which the writer asked you
a question, you can start your reply with these phrases.
In response to the questions in your email, I am writing with
further information.
With regard to the questions you raise in your email, I would like
to clarify certain issues.
In answer to your question about……., I……

Replying to Someone's Request
If you have received correspondence in which the writer has asked
you to do something, you can start your reply with these phrases.
As you requested, I am enclosing a brochure about our company.
As you suggested, I am sending you my CV.
In answer to your enquiry, I have attached material which I hope
will be useful to you.
As promised, I have attached...
Regarding your request for information on……, I.....

Making Reference to Something your Reader Knows
If you are writing to confirm something that has been previously
discussed, you can use these phrases.
As we discussed, I am going to propose a merger of the sales and
marketing departments.
As you may already know / have heard, the Director of the
company is going to step down at the end of the year.
As previously agreed, the construction can proceed on 1 May.

Making Reference to Something You’ve Seen
If you are writing about a notice or advertisement posted somewhere, you should refer to it including where and when you saw it.
I refer to your advertisement for the position of…..in…..on……
After having seen your advertisement in ..., I would like ...
Further to your advertisement in …… on 1 February, I…..

Telephoning

Presentations

1

Handling Questions with Authority

At some point in your presentation you will be expected to answer questions from your
audience. They might have some important questions that need to be answered before
they buy into your message. Handling their questions with authority can make the
difference for you between a successful presentation and a waste of time. This is the
opportunity for the audience to test your knowledge on the topic and commitment to your
message. Here are a few tips for you to consider before your next presentation.
Program questions into your talk.
• Don’t let questions interrupt your presentation. Instead, program Q&A into your
presentation. As you transition from one section to the next, ask for questions.
• With executives especially, expect questions within 5 minutes. To appear like you’re
controlling the presentation, ask for questions in the first 3 minutes rather than waiting for
them to interrupt you.
• Don’t end your presentation with Q&A. You’ll end up trailing off with “Well, if there are no
more questions, thanks for having me.” Instead, plan a 2 minute wrapup at the end of Q&A so
you can restate your main points and end with a strong close, like a story or call to action.
Don’t ask “Are there any questions?”. Instead ask:
• What questions do you have? “Are there any questions?” is a yes/no question and people are
less likely to ask. “What questions do you have?” presumes there most certainly ARE
questions to be asked – what are they?
• Have a question in your back pocket, in case you don’t get any questions. For instance, if
you’re met with silence, offer “One question I’m often asked is: how does this work in other
cultures” and then answer that.
Don’t use the phrase “Great Question!”. Because usually it isn't and others attending will
know that. Instead select from these options:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“I am glad that you asked that question.”
“You raise an interesting point.”
“Thank you for asking.”
“I wonder how many others in the room have the same question?”
“I was hoping someone would ask that question.”
“Your question gives me a chance to … (clarify, emphasize, etc.)”
“Let’s talk about that!”
“That’s a good question because many people wonder if (a relevant point they might not
have thought of ) and the answer is…”

Manage the Q&A period well.
• When multiple hands go up, say “I’ll take you first, you second and you third.”
• Repeat the question so others in the room can hear it
• Ask the person to confirm: "Is that what you wanted to know?"

KEY EXPRESSIONS
Concluding the Presentation
In conclusion, my recommendations are...
I therefore suggest/propose/recommend the
following strategy.
I'm going to conclude by... saying that/inviting you
to/ quoting ...
I'd like to conclude by -ing ...
I'd like to finish by –ing ...
To conclude…
To summarise….
Finally ...
Thanking the Audience
Thank you very much for your attention.
I think that's about it. Thank you for coming in today.
Thank you all very much for taking the time to listen
to this presentation.
Inviting Questions
Now, if you have any questions, I'd be happy to
answer them.
What questions do you have?
Now I'm sure you have some questions for me.
Finally, I'll be happy to answer your questions.
Now I'd like to invite any questions you may have.
Does anyone else have a question?
If you have any questions, we'd be pleased to
answer them.
Commenting on a Question
That's a very interesting question.
That’s a good question.
I’m glad you asked that question.
I get asked that question a lot.
Thanks for your question. That’s a good point.
I'd like to pass that question on to Maria.
I think Maria would be in the best position to
answer that question.
Repeating Questions Back
Let me see if I have that right. You’d like to know if…
Bob’s asked a good question. He wants to know…
Did everyone hear that question? Melissa asked if…
Checking You’ve Answered a Question
Have I answered your question?
Does that answer your question?
I hope that answers your question.
Does that clarify your concerns?
Is that the kind of information you were looking for?
Agreeing/Disagreeing/Clarifying
Yes, I agree that…
That’s a good point…
You’re absolutely right…
I see your point, but…
That may not be viable since…
I’ll have to disagree with you on that…
When You Can’t Answer a Question
I’m afraid I’m not familiar with that concept…
That’s outside my area of expertise, but you could
check with…
I’m sorry, but I can’t answer that question. I’ll try to
find out for you.
When No one Asks a Question
One question that often comes up is…
A question I’m often asked is…
An important question in this context is…

When Someone is Unavailable

KEY EXPRESSIONS

Read the three telephone dialogues below. In each case the person that the caller wants
to speak to is either unavailable or out of the office. See how effectively the receivers
handle each call. Check which of the Key Expressions on the right they use.
Receiver:
Caller:
Receiver:
Caller:
Receiver:
Caller:
Receiver:
Caller:
Receiver:

Cathay Designs
Hello, May I speak to Mr Ng, please?
I’m afraid Mr Ng is in a meeting right now. May I take a message?
Could you tell him that Nicholas Comtee called?
Would you mind spelling your last name for me, sir?
Certainly. It’s C-O-M-T-E-E.
C-O-M-T-E-E. Thank you. And your telephone number, Mr Comtee?
Mr Ng already has my number. Thank you.
OK. I'll let Mr Ng know you called. Have a good day!

1

When a Busy Line Becomes Free
I can put you through now, caller.
Putting you through.
Go ahead, caller. You’re connected.
Saying Someone is Out/Unavailable
I’m sorry, he’s not in at the moment.
I’m afraid he’s out of the office.
I’m afraid there’s no reply from his extension.
I’m sorry but he’s tied up at the moment.
I’m afraid he’s in a meeting.

Receiver: Cathay Designs
2
Caller:
Hi. Would you connect me to Paul Smith?
Receiver: One moment, sir. I’ll check and see if he’s in. (pause) It’s looks like
Mr Smith is out of the office today. I’d be happy to take a message.
Caller:
Hmmm. Well he told me he would call me back today. I’m expecting some
blueprints to be sent to me.
Receiver: OK. I can leave Mr Smith a message, sir. I'm sure he will call this afternoon to
check if there are any messages for him.
Caller:
Yes, could you do that please? My name is Peter Mok and I’m with OntCan
Enterprises. My number is 8766-4560.
Receiver: Sorry, did you say your name was Peter Mick?
Caller:
No. Peter Mok. M-O-K.
Receiver: OK. Peter Mok on 8766-4560. You were expecting some blueprints this
afternoon. I will ask Mr Andersen to call you back as soon as possible.
Caller:
Yes, and it’s rather urgent.
Receiver: No problem, sir. I will make a note of that. What was the name of your company
again?
Caller:
OntCan Enterprises. We are in Kowloon. He knows us.
Receiver: OntCan Enterprises. Got it. Hopefully Mr Andersen will call in for his messages
soon and will be able to get back to you shortly.
Caller:
I appreciate your help.
Receiver: It's my pleasure.
Receiver: Trebbett and Williamson Ltd. How can direct your call?
Caller:
Could you give me extension 2748, please?
Receiver1: Just a moment…. Go ahead, caller. You’re connected.
Receiver2: Nancy Hoggard’s desk. Can I help you?
Caller:
Yes, could I speak to Nancy, please?
Receiver2: I’m afraid she’s out of the office at the moment.
Caller:
Oh. Do you know when she’ll be back?
Receiver2: She should be back after lunch. May I take a message?
Caller:
No, that’s OK. I’ll call back later this afternoon. Thanks for your help.
Receiver2: You’re welcome.

Saying an Extension is Busy
I’m sorry, that line’s busy. Will you hold?
That extension is engaged. Would you care to hold?

3

Saying When Someone will be In/Free
Mr Parks should be in a little later.
He should be available as soon as his meeting ends.
You’ll be able to speak to him next week when he
returns from vacation.
She’ll be free at 2 o’clock.
Offering to Take a Message
May I take a message?
Can I give him a message for you?
Would you like to leave a message?
Would you like me to take a message?
Saying you’ll Pass on a Message
I’ll make sure Mr Ho gets your message.
I’ll pass on your message to Ms Cheung as soon as
she gets in.
Asking for an Extension by Number
Could I have extension 4839, please?
Extension 234, please.
Could you give me extension 425, please?
Could you transfer/connect me to extension 245,
please?
Saying you’ll Call Back
I’ll call back.
I’ll call later.
I’ll call again around four o’clock.
Asking when Someone will be Back/Free
When do you expect her back?
Do you know when she’ll be back in the office?
Have you any idea what time he’ll be back?
When do you think Ms Jenkins will be
free/available?
Do you know what time his meetings ends?
Will Mr Green be free/available later?

English Around

the World

A personal assistant arrived late for work
for the third day in a row. Her boss called
her into his office and said, "Now look Ruby,
I know we had a romance for a while, but
that's finished. I expect you to behave like
any other employee around here. Who told
you you could come and go as you please
around here?"
Ruby simply smiled, lit up a cigarette, and
while exhaling said, "My lawyer."
The boss was complaining in our staff meeting the other day that he wasn't
getting any respect. Later that morning he went out to get a small sign that
read, "I'm the Boss." He then attached it to his office door.

This month we spoke to Naoko Koyama who is a Japanese national
working for an American bank in Tokyo. Naoko works as a
supervisor in the current and savings account department and often
has to deal with foreigners face-to-face.

Later that day when he returned from lunch, he found that someone had
stuck a note on the sign that said. "Your wife called, she wants her sign
back!"

We thought Naoko's English was very good. It was clear from the
language she used that she's very familiar with the terminolgy of
banking but she complained about her lack of exposure to real English speakers. This is what she had to say about her use of English.

A woman visited a family. At the end of her visit, she gave a small coin to
the little boy whose family she'd been visiting. He put the coin in his pocket
without thanking her.

"Quite often, the tellers working in our branch have difficulty in
understanding foreign customers and explaining our services and
procedures. When this happens I am called upon to help. I don’t really
have problems explaining banking procedures and giving basic advice
about banking matters.

"I don't know."

My main problem is listening. Perhaps it is my lack of vocabulary or that
the customer’s accent is strange. Sometimes I need to ask customers
to repeat what they are saying several times before I fully understand
their meaning. This often causes embarrassment and frustration to the
customer. And, it makes me feel incompetent.

His mother, thinking perhaps he was shy, asked, "What do you say?"
"Yes you do. What do I say when your father gives me money?"
"I say 'Is that all?'"

Business English Apps

I guess the best way to improve my listening is to find English-speaking
friends so I can get used to the way it’s spoken in real life at real speed.

BUSINESS MANDARIN

I don’t find classes very useful and they never prepare you properly for
the day that you come face to face with a foreigner. I’ll have to keep
trying!"

One LinGo (iphone . android . free)
http://www.globalenglish.com/solutions/consumer/lingo_download

Learn lots of new business words and phrases. The pronunciation tool will let you hear English words and phrases spoken in a
number of different accents and at a variety of speeds.
Real Business English (iphone . android . free version / US3.50)
available from iTunes Store and Google Play

This app is designed to improve your use of English in a wide
number of business settings including meetings, negotiations
and presentations. Suitable for intermediate to advanced levels.

Corporate Training

Other Languages

In-House Business Mandarin Training
• Tailor-made in-house mandarin training courses
• Training process includes: needs analysis, pre- and post-course
assessments, customisation of training content, post-course reports
and certification
• Industry-specific courses for retail, hospitality, catering, logistics,
insurance, banking and finance
• Experienced corporate trainers

Small Group and Executive 1:1 Mandarin Training
• Flexible training for busy executives
• Individual needs analysis, level assessment and advice
on learning content
• Regular small group training classes
• At our training centre or
place of your choice

call
Lachlan Robertson
2893 6124

One-on-One
Executive Training

CANTONESE • JAPANESE • KOREAN
FRENCH • SPANISH • GERMAN

Q

I have seen sentences like ‘he returned back’ or ‘please
revert back for further details’, etc. The ‘back’ looks
redundant in these sentences. Can you explain?

A

The back in these examples is indeed redundant: he returned...
and Please revert.. are clear and correct without the need for
back. Redundancy - including words or letters that add nothing to
the meaning or form, sometimes by simple repetition - is an
interesting thing! Some examples have become fixed expressions,
such as free of charge and personal opinion. A term like close
proximity is so well established that we hardly notice that in a
sentence such as I live in close proximity to the school would
work just as well without close.

Q

Could you please explain the present perfect continuous
tense as in the sentence "He has been investigating the
incident since last week"?

A

The present perfect continuous has the form has/have + been +
present participle. For example: That alarm has been ringing
all day. And: I’ve been waiting here since 2 p.m. Your example
sentence is also perfectly correct, by the way.
As the name of the tense suggests, there are three elements to the
meaning. Firstly, we are talking about the present; the alarm either is
ringing now or stopped ringing only a short time ago. Secondly, the
perfect means that we are talking about a time before or leading up
to the present. And thirdly, the continuous means that we see the
action as continuing over a period of time.
Although the action may still be going on, quite often it isn’t: Tom
looks tired. I expect he’s been working too hard.

As well as continuous actions, we can also use the form for repeated
actions: They’ve been sending me angry letters.
Note the difference in meaning between the present perfect simple
and continuous. I’ve repaired the photocopier. It’s working now.
And: I’ve been repairing the photocopier. My hands are very
dirty. The present perfect simple emphasises the completion and
result of the action. The continuous emphasises the progress of the
action, the action as it happens.

Q
A

Could you explain the difference between "data" and
"information"?

Q
A

Which of these sentences is correct: "Please advise Jack of
the problem," or "Please inform Jack of the problem"?

Data is factual information, especially that used for analysis or
reasoning. Data on its own has no meaning, but becomes
information when it is interpreted. Information is a collection of
facts or data. However, in many contexts they are considered and
are used as words of the same meaning.

Both sentences are correct, but the usage of the verb advise in
the first sentence is rather out-of-date. In the past, advise was
used to mean inform. Nowadays, it just means to give advice. So,
unless you are giving someone advice, use the verb inform when
you want to give them new information. In less formal written texts,
it's preferable to use let someone know instead of inform. So in an
informal email, for example, your sentence would change to: Please
let Jack know about the problem.

Phrases for Opening a Business Meeting
Small Talk
Whether you're holding a meeting or
attending a meeting it is polite to make
small talk while you wait for the meeting
to start. It's a good idea to discuss things
unrelated to the meeting such as the
weather, family, sport or weekend plans.
Here's a short sample dialogue:
Jane: Hi Jack. How are you?
Jack: Great, thanks, and you?
Jane: Well, I'm good now that the warm
weather has finally arrived.
Jack: I know what you mean. I thought
winter was never going to end.
Jane: Have you dusted off your golf 		
clubs yet?
Jack: Funny you should ask. I'm heading
out with my brother-in-law for the
first round of the year on Saturday.
Welcome
Once everyone has arrived, the chairperson,

or whoever is in charge of the meeting should
formally welcome everyone to the meeting
and thank the attendees for coming.
• Well, since everyone is here, we
should get started.
• Hello, everyone. Thank you for
coming today.
• I appreciate you all coming today.
• I think we'll begin now. First I'd like
to welcome you all.
• We have a lot to cover today, so we
really should begin.
Here's a sample welcome from the
chairperson of a meeting:
"I think we'll begin now. First I'd like to
welcome you all and thank everyone for
coming, especially at such short notice. I
know you are all very busy and it's
difficult to take time away from your daily
tasks for meetings."

Executive
Coaching
Tailor-made individual or
small-group programs designed
with the needs of senior managers
and executives in mind.
 Personal coaching based on
individual needs;
 Focused on key language and
communication skills;
 Program content is flexible and
based on detailed discussion with
the candidate;
 Flexible schedule with regular
reports and guidance;
 Trainers have a solid background
in business with extensive training
experience.

For further information, call
Lachlan Robertson on 2893 6124.

www.languagekey.com

FREE SEMINAR

"Cross Cultural Communication
in Business"
18 March, 1-5pm
HKMA Causeway Bay

BOOK YOUR PLACE NOW
(max. 2 seats per company)
Call Kana Law on 2893-6134

Global Skills for Success
British trainers with over

years experience in

Strategic Planning and Management; Corporate Governance; Business Administration; Leadership;
Senior Management Skills; Essential Management Skills; Advanced Supervisory Skills; Motivational
Leadership and Building Successful Teams; Influencing Skills, Assertiveness and Negotiation; Effective
Communication and Inspirational Presentations.
Project Management; Supply Chain Management; Contract Management; Finance for Non-Financial
People; Corporate Financial Planning; Financial Analysis and Reporting; Internal Audit; Protocol and
Travel Management; Training and Development.
– over 100 courses in the UK with LONDON CORPORATE TRAINING
Full details on the LCT website: www.Ict.co.uk

The Language Key Ltd 604 Henning House
385-391 Hennessy Road Causeway Bay Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2893 6124 or (852) 2893 6134

